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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
JOHN has contributed to the dictionary with 4154 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book. We
hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit our
website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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pilma
PILMA furniture and design objects store with more than 45 years of history. It is headquartered in Barcelona, Spain.
The Pilma logo, designed by Josep Baqués in 1974 for the opening of the store, is a key piece of the history of Catalan
graphic design and is part of the permanent collection of the Barcelona Design Museum. The naming of the brand is an
acronym for the names of the mother and wife of the founder of Pilma, Ricardo López Beltrol: Pilar and Magdalena. 

pilmaiquén
PILMAIQUÉN of the mapudungun pilmaykeñ, "swallow"; 1 .  locality located in the commune of Puyehue in Chile,
approximately 45 km from the city of Osorno, and 5 km from the city of Entre Lagos.  2 . The Pilmaiquén River is a
natural emissary watercourse of Lake Puyehue.  Also called Rio Bueno.  3 .  Hydroelectric power plant located 40
kilometers east of the city of Osorno.  It was built between 1940 and 1944

piloto acompañante
PILOT COMPANION Co-pilot, important assistant in long journeys.  You must also possess a driver's license.  In the
case of air flights the pilot carries 4 epauletes or bars on the shoulder while the co-pilot carries three and it is a pilot with
less than 1500 flight hours normally carries two strips

pinchadora
PINCHADORA that punctures woman who attracts and conquers strangers

pincheradita
PINCHERADITA diminutive of PINCHERA, colloquial way of calling CYSTITIS, microbial infection of the urethra, bladder
and sometimes kidneys. 

pinguillo
PINGUILLO from Quechua pingullu; error by o PINGUILLO or PINQUILLO, vertical recorder, typical of the Andean area,
which is confused with the quena.  Flute, beveled mouth, carries insufflation channel by means of a wooden cue that
forms the air current.  It is made of cane, bone or wood, with between three and seven holes in front and a bezel mouth

pintarrón
PAINT whiteboard where it is written with fleeting pencil, down, marker or marker to alcohol. 

piñpn
Spam pine nut

piperita
PIPERITA see BERGAMOT FROM CHILE Peppermint, commonly called piperite, is a sterile hybrid that results from the
crossing of aquatic mint and peppermint, ? which occasionally occurs spontaneously in the temperate regions of
Europe. 

pipin
PIPÍN nickname of Francisco Rodríguez, better known as Pipín Ferreras, is a free diver or freediver, Cuban nationalized
American (1962- ) 



piragüa
PIRAGÜA canoe Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be canoa&#40,spanish&#41,,
canoe&#40,english&#41,

piretrina
PYRETHRIN A natural compound that is used as an insecticide and is found in pyrethrum extract from certain
chrysanthemum flowers.  It is for domestic use and in livestock and domestic animals. 

pirgua
PIRGUA See PILGUA

piriguin
PIRIGUIN , ( col ) , Chilenism , error by PIRIGÜIN , small penis , usually that of an impuber .  See PIRIGIN, tadpole or
parasitic worm

pirihuín
PIRIHUÍN Chilenismo by parasitic worm, tadpole.  Animals that get sick when they drink water contaminated by
parasites are also called that.  This word comes from the Mapudungun pudhuin (sometimes written: pudguiñ) with the
same meaning. 

pirineos
PYRENEES chain of European mountains located between Spain, Andorra and central Europe.  They exceed 3400
meters of altitude. 

piringa
PIRINGA Picha , penis

piriñaca
PIRIÑACA salad

pirliteiro
PIRLITEIRO the ending teiro is Portuguese and in Spanish corresponds to tero .  See PIRLITERO , . In Portuguese
there is the term PILRITEIRO, the tree whose scientific name is Crataegus laevigata or Crataegus monogyna/C] (more
common in Brazil) comes from the Greek kratos that signifies ca strength.  . In Spanish it is called PIRLITERO De pirla
'perinola'.  1 .  m .  Species of hawthorn that gives majuelas.  2 .  m .  Wild rose bush .  It has been quoted since ancient
times for its medicinal properties.  It can live 500 years.  With its fruit the pyrrolite or pilrito in Portuguese becomes
amelette and also wine

pirlitero
PIRLITERO Crataegus laevigata or Crataegus monogyna/C] (more common in Brazil) comes from the Greek kratos
which signifies strength.   Of pirla 'perinola' .  1 .  m .  Species of hawthorn that gives majuelas.  2 .  m .  Wild rose bush .
 It is quoted since ancient times for its medicinal properties It is used in certain cardiac and circulatory parologies. Its
high content of bio-avonoids relaxes and dilates the arteries, especially the coronary and peripheral arteries.  This
increases the blood supply to the heart muscle and attenuates the symptoms of angina.  Bio-avonoids are also
antioxidants which prevent or reduce the degeneration of blood vessels.  It can live 500 years.  With its fruit the pirlito (or
pilrito in Portuguese) a red berry, it is made jam and also wine. 



pirófilo
PYROPHILUS from the Greek pyros, fire and philos, love; In the case of plants we speak of pyrophilic plants to which
they are attracted by fire, which can manifest itself in various ways.  They are trees that help combustion because they
resist high temperatures and provide resins, but they are able to survive.  In the case of humans we speak of arsonists,
people who are fascinated by flames to such an extent that they cause arson. Fungi that appear in burned forests were
initially called pyrophiles but were rectified in 1970. 

pirujear
PIRUJEAR in Spain : Pretend a middle class woman to be of refined class or jaibona (of high class).  In Chile we call
them apitucadas, which are assimilated to the jaibonas or pitucas. 

piruliar
PIRULIAR if I may run a little I could say that a PIRULÍ is an elongated candy, often multicolored, conical in shape
mounted on a stick to be able to take it and suck it.  In that understanding PIRULIAR could be who manufactures or who
eats pirulíes.  But I am inclined to think that we are facing a deformation of the word PIRULEAR.  In Spain, a pirula is a
trap.  Then PIRULEAR is cheating.  A second meaning is to revoke, pair a wall with stucco or cement.  In Chile and
other South American countries pirula is the penis, so PIRULEAR would have to be some action with that organ. 

pirulín
PIRULÍN Chileanismo by small penis, undeveloped.  It comes from pirihuín, tadpole, and this, so turn, MAPUDUNGÚN
pudhuin, with the same meaning. 

pisar el freno
STEP ON THE BRAKE allegory, literary figure for going calmer, controlling.  Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions can be slow down, be more conservative, stop, slow down some activity.

piscinero
PISCINERO Person who builds and maintains swimming pools for houses.  2 .  Football player who simulates fouls by
throwing himself to the ground to try to collect a penalty. 

piscinero piscinera
PISCINERO PISCINERA see PISCINERO

piscola
PISCOLA in Chile : alcoholic beverage prepared with pisco and Cocacola

piscui
PISCUI Synallaxis azarae is a species of bird in the Furnariidae family, containing the numerous genus Synallaxis.  It is
native to the Andean region of South America Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be the pijuí de azara?
, chamicero piscuís , pijuí de ceja canela , cola espina de azara , güitío de azara

pisteador
PISTEADOR the one who steps .  See PISTEAR, according to each country

pistear



PISTEAR En Mx .  Drinking alcoholic beverages. 2 .  In Gu, and Ho.  Bribe someone.  3 In Ho , ES .  Paying someone
money in exchange for a favor or a service. 4 In Ho .  Getting money from someone.  5 .  In Ho .  Enrich someone. 6 . In.
Cu.  Walk someone displaying something, especially a piece of clothing, to arouse admiration. 7 .  In ES .  Dance Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions can be look 40, se 41, , dance, soboenar

pitirifláutico
COLloquial PITIRIFILÁUTICO : choro , bacan , special , friendly , but also extravagant .  Everyone understands
something different because it does not have a strict definition but it does have a positive connotation. 

pitucón
PITUCÓN Sewing of a patch superimposed on the elbows of a jacket or similar clothing as protection rather than repair. 
This fashion used in fine clothing gave rise to the term pituco, used in Chile and Argentina by person remilgada or cuico.

pitufeo
SMURFing act of money laundering, consisting of depositing small amounts of illegally obtained money, in multiple
personal accounts. 

pixan
PIXAN Hanal PIXÁN or Hanal Pxan means in Mayan language "food of the souls" and is a festival that is made on the
Yucatan Peninsula and where there are communities of Mayan origin or tradition to honor those who have left before us.
 It takes place between October 30 and December 2 of each year. 

pixies
Pixies? alternative rock band formed in 1986 in the city of Boston, Massachusetts.  It emerges after the wave of the
punk genre.  They were one of the most influential bands of the time, with their roaring guitars.  Etymologically, PiXIE is
a fairy or goblin. 

pizarreo
PIZARREO mountainous term used in Cantabria to refer to relationships between couples, as I understand it. 

pínice
PINice of chapter 68 of Rayuela, in which Julio Cortázar makes use of the gíglico, a secret language invented to relate a
sexual encounter between the protagonists.  To my understanding it means rest, sleep, rest, relaxation or similar, after
orgasm and comes to be used in the phrase 'everything was resolved in a deep pinice, in niolamas of argutend gauze,'

placa tectónica
TECTONIC PLATE Earth mass that moves beneath the surface of the planet, thanks to tremendous pressures to which
they are permanently exposed by the actions and reactions of the core and other layers They are of hard material and
there are 15 larger in size and about 40 smaller in size.  These plates collide with each other, producing earthquakes.  In
Chile and Peru, the Nazca plate collides with the South American plate, introducing each other, with serious
consequences for surface structures. 

plamusa
PLAMUSA in Panama : trademark of the company Plásticos Mundial S . To. 



plan c
PLAN C a third alternative that is intended to apply if the original plan and alternative plan B fails

planchetear
PLANCHETEAR make a planchette to match colors.  On a small flat base a prototype of a partial painting process of a
car is simulated and after applying the layers and waterproofing according to the good (code that is in the windshield
glass) it is compared, in general, with the extracted benzine cap and if there are differences it is corrected until the
equalization of colors is achieved. 

planta ajo
PLANT GARLIC Allium sativum, species traditionally classified within the family of liliaceae but that today is located in
that of the aamarilidáceas, but with great controversy. 

plantas vasculares
VASCULAR PLANTS are those that have sap irrigation by ducts in their roots, stems or trunks and leaves.  There are
two types of ducts, the XILEMA and the PHLOEMA.  Tracheophyta or Tracheobionta is a taxon encompassing vascular
plants or tracheophytes.  They are organisms formed by plant cells, which have a life cycle in which the gametophytic
and sporophytic generations alternate (dominant phase) 

plasmodium
PLASMODIUM is a protozoan belonging to the phylum Aplicomplexa and family Plasmodiidae.  It is a parasite of the
anophile mosquito.  The mosquito bites humans and other animals, serving as a vector to inoculate this parasite,
causing the spread and disease of malaria. 

platooning
PLATOONING English term for transport technology that applies the use of convoys for transport on roads, in order to
optimize .  It is loosely translated by 'road train' but textually means 'crowding' because Platoon is a military platoon.  It is
worth remembering the film Platoon or Platoon of 1986, which shows the horrors of war. 

plau plau
PLAU PLAU PLAU means 'place' in Basque.  If you use PLAU it is literally 'if you like it' or 'please'

playoff
PLAYOFF playoff game.  Depending on the sport and the country, the structures of the playoffs vary. 

plásticas
PLASTIC When it comes to the arts, it is works in which materials are used that change their physical characteristics,
volume or properties when molded or modified.  They include drawing, painting, sculpture, crafts, architecture, graffiti,
murals, mosaics, engraving, ceramics, and goldsmithing.  When it comes to an adjective relative to movement, as in
dance or figures, he wants to express flexibility, ability to change form, grace in movement. 

plena atención
FULL ATTENTION concentration or absolute attention (on one thing) 

plenas



FULL f .  pl.  FULL, full, full

plinianas
PLINIANAS f .  and pl .  of PLINIAN, concerning Pliny the Elder, Gaius or Gaius Pliny the Second? , ? A Roman writer
and soldier of the first century, the name Pliny the Elder was to differentiate him from his nephew and adopted son Pliny
the Younger. 

ploletariado
PLOLETARIADO speak vulgar and ignorant, changing the r for L.  The correct term is PROLETARIAT, which means
working class

plug
PLUG plug , plug , in English

pluralización
PLURALIZATION expansion (of something) of an individual or lesser condition to one that affects a greater diversity (of
things, people, organisms). 

pluripotencia
PLURIPOTENCY cellular quality of being PLURIPOTENT

pluripotente
PLURIPOTENT ability of blastomeres and cells of the internal cell mass of the blastocyst to generate various embryonic
tissues and germlines.  The ability of a stem cell to differentiate into another cell type.  If this capacity covers all types of
cells, it becomes TOTIPOTENT, that is, they can give rise to a complete body. 

pluviera
PLUVIERA conditional of the verb llover , synonym of lloviera . 

pmma
PMMA stands for polymethylmethacrylate, a fairly transparent thermiplastic polymer, which is obtained from the
polymerization (molecular chaining) of the monomer methylacrylate. 

pnl
PNL Acronym for Neurolinguistic Programming, pseudoscientific technique??? of communication, personal development
and psychotherapy. 

po
PO in Chile : contraction of PUES Ya , po! means enough , for , stop (to do something) 

poales
POALES In Chile : pl de Poal , Acronym for Coastal Environment Observation Program



pobla
POBLA population contraction

pobres
POOR pl .  of POOR person with few economic resources.  2 .  Scarce (of something) : poor in protein. 

poca cosa
LITTLE THING person of little value, without personality

poca plata
LITTLE SILVER small amount of money.  The amount is, in fact, relative, because it can be quite a lot of money, but
little for what is paid or for what is received, whether it is a good material, a service or a salary. 

pochecas
POCHECAS in Colombia: chichis, breasts, colloquial way of calling the breasts so that children do not understand. 
Accustomed to being used in the plural. 

pocionos
POTIONS pl .  of POTION, broth with magical or supernatural attributes.  Formerly it was a medicinal liquid or a poison
that was given in a dose of 4 to 6 ounces (73 . 4 to 110 . 1 grs ) and that was taken by spoonfuls. 

poco agraciado
UNGRACEFUL EUPHEMISM FOR UGLY

poco claro
UNCLEAR is said of something that is not explained well, or that is hiding, camouflaging, or misrepresenting part of the
exposed, either verbally or in writing. 

poco compromiso
LITTLE COMMITMENT without interest, with little effort

poco dinero
LITTLE MONEY insufficient silver (for an offer, for a job, etc.  ) 

pocograno
POCOGRANO Surname of more families in the state of Connecticut in the year 1920, than in the rest of the United
States.  . 

podado
PRUNING that has been trimmed (grass, plant or tree) either for ornamental, health or safety reasons) 

podálico
PODALICO Medicine : relative to the feet. 



poder blando
SOFT POWER reduction of 'soft power', getting others to want the results you want: co-opt people instead of coercing, ?
as opposed to hard power; in which coercion and payments are used (carrots and sticks, according to geopolitical
scientist Joseph Nye). 

poesía-instalada
Poesia-installed spam

poética b
POETICA B Arabian horse fine blood, son of Besson Carol and Palitrina, grandson of Parys el Jamaal and Classic
Kristall and of Menes and Palitra. 2 .  Poetics is a treatise written by Aristotle, whose first volume, of 2, deals with
tragedy and epic.  The second volume, which I presume is poetics B, would be one about comedy and yambica poetry,
which was supposedly lost during the Middle Ages. 

pole dance
POLE DANCE dance of the caño, originally from England of the '80s.  Dance, sometimes sensual using as an element a
pole or vertical spout on which the dancer does acrobatics and pirouettes to the rhythm of the music. 

polea en una construccion
PULLEY IN A CONSTRUCTION SPELLING ERROR BY PULLEY IN A CONSTRUCTION

polea en una construcción
PULLEY IN A CONSTRUCTION Simple machine that allows to raise and lower large weights with little effort. 

polerón
POLERÓN in Chile we call t-shirt what in Argentina is called t-shirt.  The poleron is a thicker garment, closed or zippered
from top to bottom, and also casual, sporty cut and without adjusting to the body.  When it has a cap included it is called
a kangaroo poleron, because of the resemblance to marsupia. 

polfago
POLFAGO SPAM

poliacetal
POLYACETAL (CH²O) n called POM by polyoxymethylene, high rigidity crystalline thermoplastic, used in precision parts
that require high rigidity, low friction and excellent dimensional stability.  It is manufactured in the form of homopolymer
and copolymer.  It is a highly crystalline engineered thermoplastic, mainly used in high mechanical load applications
such as safety brakes, gears, medical handling devices and conveyor belts.  It has a low coefficient of friction. 

policiales
POLICE pl .  of POLICE, relative or belonging to the police. 

policontundido
POLYCONTUNDIDO polycontus, which has several bruises. 



poligastrico
POLYGASTRIC of the gr .  Poly, 'many' and gastric, relative to the stomach; Say animals that have three (camel) or four
stomachs, such as ruminants (cow, goat). 

polimedicación
POLYMEDICATION in medicine: prescription or intake of medicines for different pathologies. 

polimembración
POLYMEMBRATION conversion in multiple members.  In literature : LITERARY FIGURE belonging to the subgroup of
the FIGURES of repetition, of the group of FIGURES of diction, and consisting of the division of a concept into several
parallel elements: dust eras, dust will be .  Commonly known as POLYPTOTON (pl.  Polyptotes ) or POLYPOTE

polimetilmetacrilato
POLYMETHYLMETHACRYLATE Methacrylate, or PMMA, is one of the most widely used plastics in engineering. 
Acrylic plate is obtained from the polymerization or molecular chaining of methyl methacrylate, which is why it acquires
multiple methyl molecules and their prefix.  The most frequent format found in the plastics industry is in granules or
plates of various sizes and thicknesses.  . 

polimetrilmetacrilato
POLYMETHYLMETHACRYLATE error by POLYMETHYLMETHACRYLATE

polimiositis
POLYMYOSITIS Inflammatory disease of the skeletal muscles, which produces weakness and gradual reduction of
mobility.  After 5 years 20% of affected patients die, but can be referred, especially in children. 

polirracial
POLYRACIAL of multiple races

polisinttico
POLYSYNTHETIC SPAM

polisíndeton
POLYSYNDETON from the Greek polis, 'much', from syn 'with' and from deo, 'to tie'.  Literary figure that belongs to the
subgroup of FIGURES OF REPETITION, of the group of FIGURES OF DICTION, and that consists of the repeated and
unnecessary use of a conjunction to give more strength and enhancement to a sentence. 

polisínteton
POLYSYNTETON see POLISYNDON, literary figure that consists of using an unnecessary number of conjunctions in
order to realize and give more strength to the text

politely
POLITELY from the English polite, 'attentive, well educated, courteous'; politely, politely, chivalrously, gently

politicidad



POLITICITY condition or quality of politician

polífago
POLFAGO person who eats excessively, either for pathological problems or for compensatory requirements of a high
expenditure of calories or sports or other needs: the pillars in rugby are usually polyphagous. 

política-partidista
POLITICAL-PARTISAN Line of thought and action that tends to make the citizenry ascribe to political parties that
represent and lead supporters in Parliament and other public offices appointed or popularly elected.  The party system is
proper to democracy, with partisan democracy being the least imperfect formula that humanity has discovered to
administer public affairs.  Its great enemy is bribery and corruption, always threatening and present.  The problem is that
the transparency, control and punitive laws are generated by Parliament, that is, the same ones that will be regulated,
controlled and eventually sanctioned. 

político-económico
POLITICAL-ECONOMIC that has part of politics and part of economy; related to politics and economics:
political-economic agreement. 

político-social
POLITICAL-SOCIAL error by POLITICALSOCIAL .  which has characteristics of both political and social order. 

pollacón
YOUNG adolescent POLLACÓN of thick and very corpulent build

pollo loco
POLLO LOCO in Mexico and the United States: El Pollo Loco is a Franchise of Mexican Roast Chicken Restaurants
with 400 branches.  It was created in Guasave, Sinaloa, Mexico in 1975

poloche
POLOCHE usaso in Rep .  Dominican: Derived from POLO by the shirt worn by polo players, which, in turn, was
romaron from the Tibetan pholo, which means ball.  Elnpiloche is a knitted garment, short sleeve, which reaches the
waist and has a collar and front top buttoned with one, two and up to 3 buttons

poltrn
Poltrn spam

polvo calomel
CALOMEL POWDER cream to lighten the skin.  Because it contains mercury (mercury chloride) it is toxic in nature and
has risks of poisoning. 

polvoso
DUSTY in Mexico, Ecuador, Colombia, Bolivia and Argentina: dusty, covered with dust. 

polylepsis



POLYLEPSIS in Peru and Bolivia: high Andean genus of small trees and shrubs, important for the ecosystem, as they
are the habitat of various other plants and fauna.  They contribute to water stability and soil protection.  They call it
queñua or quinual.  In Ecuador it is called paper tree and in Argentina tabaquillo. 

poncea
PONCEA from the verb poncear .  In Chile: ponceo is a docking, youthful love activity, running hand

poner a pelo de conejo
PUT TO RABBIT HAIR the appropriate phrase carries the verb EXIT and not PUT .  means that something is .
Expensive.  for in the Middle Ages a rabbit fur coat was expensive. 

poner en discusión
PUT INTO DISCUSSION propose (a topic) on the table, raise

poner los cuernos
PUTTING THE HORNS will be unfaithful the woman to her partner.  CUCKOLD is the man whose wife has relations with
another person. 

poner pies sobre la mesa
PUT YOUR FEET ON THE TABLE impose your will, act arrogantly, without respecting etiquette or rules.  The gesture of
putting your feet on the table denotes total relaxation, absolute control.  Also bad manners, gossip, vulgarity. 

pop up
POP UP anglicism meaning 'emerge, jump suddenly, appear surprisingly' So, we use pop up to name internet pop-ups. 
2 .  Now, under the same previous concept, some fashion designers began to look for unique spaces to present their
new collections or sell their stocks and called them pop UPS. 

popín
POPÍN POPÓ

por ello
THEREFORE because of that, for that reason, as a consequence

por la chucha
BY THE CHUCHA exclamation that denotes anger, rage

por la cresta
BY THE CREST INTERJECTION THAT DENOTES RAGE, ANNOYANCE, WILL GO, INDIGNATION

por la fuerza
BY FORCE through the use of weapons 2 .  By using brute force

por la mierda



FOR THE SHIT Interjection of rage, rejection, disappointment

por omisión
BY OMISSION means to stop saying or acting.  You sin by omission, for example, when you do not lie but you are silent
or omit to confess relevant facts voluntarily.  In police cases it is considered a crime and is considered an obstruction of
justice. 

porciona
PORTIONA present verb form of the indicative of the verb portionar , distribute in portions . 

portación numérica
NUMERICAL PORT transfer from one telephone company to another maintaining the cell phone number. 

portafolio espejo
MIRROR PORTFOLIO Female wallet with a makeup mirror and sometimes creams, powders and makeup brushes. 

porvoso
PORVOSO probable typo by POROSO or by DUSTY, dusty, dusty. 

pos-soberana
POST-SOVEREIGN f .  is POS-SOVEREIGN, after having acquired the coffin of sovereign

poscontacto
POST-CONTACT CONTACT

poseuropeo, a
POST-EUROPEAN after European, or European

posgilipollez
POSGILIPOLLEZ after a foolishness, after a stupidity

posgobierno
POST-GOVERNMENT period following a government.  2 .  Administration and the actions that follow at the end of an
outgoing government

pospetrolera
POSOETRILERA after the oil (era). 

pospréstamo
POST-LOAN after the loan or credit has been granted.  But you have to be careful, because what could be synonymous,
POST-CREDIT, is not such.  The credits are the list of actors of a film that appear at the end of a film (sometimes at the
beginning, but you would no longer talk about POST-CREDIT).  Tiktok has made a number of post-credits videos, with
humor about what can happen post-credits of such videos. 



post natal
POST NATAL error by POSTNATAL, postpartum

postapocaliptica
POSAPICALIPTICA spelling error by POSTAPOCALÍPTICO, relative to the period following the Apocalypse. 

postdoctorado
POSTDOCTORAL Specialization course that is taught or taken after having obtained the diploma of doctor in some
profession. 

postelectoral
POST-ELECTION that happens after the elections

posterosuperior
POSTEROSUPERIOR which is located at the top and back, i.e. back and up. 

postestructuralista
POSTSTRUCTURALIST of or related to POSTSTRUCTURALIST 2 .   ( Person ) who is a follower of poststructuralism.  
who is concerned with meanings and the way a subject produces himself, especially through language (which does not
represent reality as it is, but at the same time constructs it). 

postragedia
POSTRAGEDIA after the tragedy. 

postvictorianismo
POST-VICTORIANISM doctrine and customs related to the style of living and thinking typical of the British after the
death of Queen Victoria in 190, after 64 years of reign where Puritanism prevails. 

posverano
POST-SUMMER immediately ended the summer. 

potageno
POTAGENO error by PATHOGEN

potamofobia
POTAMOPHOBIA of Greek potamos, 'river' and phobos 'fear, hatred' irrational and sickly fear of water currents, such as
rivers and waterfalls. 

poule
POULE chicken , chicken in French

power trío
POWER TRIO musical formation originally composed of an electric guitar, an electric bass and a drums.  Usually one of



the three is the vocalist of the band, but in general the idea is to highlight the musical virtuosity and leave the vocalist in
the background as well as the lyrics. 

poyetn
POYETN SPAM

pócimas
POTIONS pl .  of PÓCIMA

preadopción
PRE-ADOPTION stage prior to final adoption, in which sometimes the future parents have the child in custody. 

preadoptiva
PRE-ADOPTIVE f .  of PREADOPTIVO

preadoptivo
PRE-ADOPTIVE regarding PRE-ADOPTION, Period or processes prior to the adoption of a minor. 

prebélica
PRE-WAR f .  of PREBÉLICO

precalostro
PRECALOSTER Breast secretion in the lumen of the alveoli, composed of plasma exudate, sodium, chlorine, cells,
immunoglobulins, lactoferrin, seroalbumin and some lactose.  It is produced by the breasts during the gestation period
as a preparation for the breastfeeding of the newborn. 

precanceroso
PRECANCEROUS prelude to acquiring cancer

precariedad laboral
JOB INSECURITY Unstable or low-quality work condition, for example, without provision or health insurance. 

precepcin
SPAM PERCEPTION

precioso
BEAUTIFUL in urban language, which is in jail

preclución
PRECLUSION error by PRECLUSION

preclusión



PRECLUSION expiration of right, lost for not exercising it within the periods stipulated by law. 

preclusión
PRECLUSION expiration of right, lost for not exercising it within the periods stipulated by law. 

precursores
PRECURSORS pl .  of PRECURSOR, which precedes another person, thing or event, making the latter possible. 

predecedor
PREDECESSOR the one that precedes, which was previously .  ANTONIMO of successor

predigital
PREDIGITAL (era) prior to the digital (era).   It refers to the analog era, in which, for example, a telephone is dialed by
rotating the dial, instead of generating an electrical pulse by pressing a key or touching a sensitive surface (touch
screen). 

preeruptiva
PREERUPTIVE (activity) before erupting. 

prefijo anemo
PREFIX ANEMO- from the Greek anemos, 'wind' as in anemometer, mammography, anemone.  The Greeks assigned a
wind god or anemos to each cardinal point, 12 in total (N, NNE, NE, ENE, E, etc.) 

prefijo fomo
PREFIX FOMO Fomo is not a prefix, but FONO and that in Greek means 'sound', as in phonograph, phonoaudiologist,
phonology.  However FOMO is an English acronym and anglicism derived from 'fear of missing out' an increasingly
frequent psychological pathology that consists of a sick fear of missing an event where others have fun and one is left
out.  Neologisms such as fomoconcerts, fomoeventos, fomofiestas could be constructed, alluding to more specific
pathologies. 

preformativos
PREFORMATIVE pl .  of PREFORMATIVO

pregrabar
PRE-RECORD in advance of the broadcast (of the speech, concert, work, etc.  ) 

pregunta del millón
QUESTION OF THE MILLION comes from a contest of the American television, in which the prize was increasing after .
 Each question answered correctly, if you managed to answer them all you earned a million dollars.  It became an
allegory indicating a need for a solution or key response to a problem. 

prehender
PREHENDER error for apprehending grabbing or holding a thing, especially the authority when requisitioning drugs or
catching criminals.  2 .  Assimilate a practice or knowledge: apprehended the technique over time. 



prehistóricos
PREHISTORIC pl .  of PREHISTORIC, relating to the era prior to the beginning of history. 

preimpacto
PRE-impact refers to the moment prior to producing or producing the blow or collision between two physical elements. 

preinfantiles
PREINFANTILES pl .  of PREINFANTILE, relative to the stage prior to child, that is, postpartum or baby. 

preinvasor
PREINVASOR adj .  Before invading: pre-invasive campaign. 

preinvasra
SPAM PRE-INVASIVE

prelado de la iglesia católica
PRELATE OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH See PRELATE

prendido con alfileres
PINNED IN SEAM: fastening of the fabric with the adjacent seamless thread, but based on crisscrossing pins to perform
the test and adjust to the body of the person who acquires it for himself. 

prepagar
PREPAY pay before consuming

prepagar
PREPAY pay before consuming

prepagar
PREPAY pay before consuming

preproducir
PRE-PRODUCE carry out activities prior to starting production

prepsteramente
PREPSTERAMENTE SPAM

presentarse
Appear in a place where you were expected to see him or had been summoned. 

preseñalización
There are different types of signs on roads and highways.  These are: SIGNS of PRESEÑALIZATIONSsignment



signsDirection signalsLocation signsConfirmation signs andSignals of specific use in townPresignalization is done with
signs on the road on conventional road to highway or highway and own direction.  Indicates the directions of the branch
of the next exit and the distance at which it is located. 

presidenciales
PRESIDENTIAL pl .  of PRESIDENTIAL, relative to or belonging to the president

prestanombre
PRESTANOMBRE In Bolivia and Paraguay : person who acts instead of another . 

prestar ayuda
PROVIDE HELP grant assistance.  Lending has a sense of speed and willingness (being presto) and not of loan to be
collected, although this could happen, for example, with a private ambulance. 

pretendientes
PRETENDERS pl .  of PRETENDER

prevención de riesgos
RISK PREVENTION Activity that today is mandatory by law in the field of work.  Medium and large companies must
have in their workforce a risk preventionist, who educates, controls work activities and manages accidents, always
seeking to prevent them. 

primer término
FIRST TERM First of all

primitivizarse
PRIMITIVIZE RETURN TO HAVE A LIFE CLOSER TO NATURE, WITHOUT MODERN TECHNOLOGY, WITHOUT
FACILITIES SUCH AS TELEVISION, TELEPHONE, Internet, MALLS, CINEMAS, REPLACEABLE ELECTRIC
ARREFACTOS AND OTHER FACILITIES. 

privado-concertada
PRIVATE-CONCERTED These constructions associate structurally similar terms such as civic-military, sociocultural,
political-economic, Austro-Hungarian, Nouns or adjectives related, complementary or antonyms.  This correlation has no
grammatical or real logic. 

privados
PRIVATE pl .  private

privao
PRIVAO chilenismo of the southern zone.  Unlike other terms in which it is customary not to pronounce the d before the
final o, here it does not have the meaning of private, but of angry, referring to a person or a group of them. Chiloé is
deprived.  And when the people of the Archipelago talk about being deprived, it's not just anything.  They talk about
being angry, and very angry. 



príapo
PRIAPUS 1 .  Penis 2 .  Ancient Greco-Roman divinity who was depicted as a bearded little man, usually old, cursed
with the possession of a disproportionately large penis.  He was regarded as a god of fertility, both of the animal and
plant worlds.  Mythology tells that Hestia, goddess of home and bonfire, chaste and pure, got drunk and went to the
forest to pass the monkey.  PRIAPUS saw her asleep and wanted to rape her.  A donkey saw them and bragged
awakening Hestia, who denounced him to the other gods. 

pro-europeo
PRO-EUROPEAN error by PROEUROPEO

proarabe
PROARABE spelling error by PROARAB, which is in favor of Arabs or what is Arabic

proárabe
PRO-ARAB IN FAVOR OF THE ARABS OR WHAT IS ARAB

problematizadra
SPAM PROBLEM

procastrinador
PROCASTRINATOR than pro-tartan, who postpones a work committing fault. 

procedio
PROCEDIO spelling error by proceeded past indefinite of the verb PROCEED, come from (somewhere), have its origin
in , initiate an action : proceed to inaugurate . 

procesista
PROCESSIST person who processes; interesting word that allows to differentiate itself from the processor that is,
rather, a machine that calculates or processes something, being able to be information (digital or analog processing) or
one that is used in the kitchen (legume processor) of the processist who is the person who works in the projects of
improvement of processes in the companies.  Very often it is responsible for the management, planning and control of
such processes. 

proce´s
PEOCE'S SPAM

procrecimiento
PRO-GROWTH GROWTH

prodrueja
PRODUEJA IS A MISSPELLING of the word PRODUJERA third person sing. of the imperfect tense of the subjunctive
mode of the verb PRODUCIR, to produce. Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be to produce, to provoke

product placement



PRODUCT PLACEMENT positioning of a product (in the market) 

proemprendedor
PROEMPRENDEDOR in favor of entrepreneurs, new small entrepreneurs. 

proeuropea
PROEUROPEA f .  of PROEUROPEO, in favour of the European or the European. 

profonar
PROFANE ERROR FOR DESECRATION

profranquista
PROFRANQUISTA in favor of the former president of Spain, General Francisco Franco (1892-1975), or his ideology. 

progenia
PROGENY probable error due to PROGERIA, premature advance of old age or aging in children caused by a genetic
disorder of a progressive nature.  The life span is about 14 years, although some reach 20.  There are approximately
200 children with progeria in the world. 

proinmigración
PROINMIGRATION in favor of the entry of migrants into one's own country. 

prolapso de la cúpula vaginal
PROLAPSE OF THE VAGINAL DOME descends from the upper part of the vagina, usually as a consequence of a
hysterectomy.  The symptoms are: 1 . Pelvic heaviness. 2 . Back pain. 3 .  A mass that protrudes inside or outside the
vagina and can make it difficult to stand up and walk. 4 . Involuntary release of urine incontinence5 .  Vaginal bleeding. 

promercado
PROMERCADO in favor of the market, free trade, free competition, marketing and everything related to marketing. 

pronósticos
FORECASTS pl .  of FORECAST, prediction C of some future occurrence. 

propedia
AN introductory volume that was first published as part of the fifteenth edition of the Encyclopedia Britannica in 1974,
whose format is that of small reviews or abstracts. 

propias
OWN f .  and pl .  of OWN;  ( the ) of oneself : One's own faults are always less than those of others. 

propiedad privada
PRIVATE PROPERTY belonging to one or more persons, who have the exclusive right to their usufruct and alienation. 
In exceptional cases, and by legal procedure, temporary rights (such as renting) or permanent rights, such as rights of



servitude or passage, are granted.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be public property, unlike private
property is of society as a whole. 

propietario-gestor
OWNER-MANAGER term mistranslated from English OWNER-MANAGER where former great players become.  in
owners and managers or administrators of a football team, basketball, rugby, etc. 

propietario-gestor propietaria
Owner-manager owner owner spam

propios
OWN pl of OWN, those that are of one and of which can be disposed.  2 .  In Chile : A service staff: ask your own to go
for a chelas.  3 .  In Mexico: courtesy response when we are told With permission!

propyme
PROPYME in favour of SMEs .  SME is the acronym for Small and Medium Enterprises

prosti
PROSTI comoquial for PROSTITUTE, WHORE Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be whore, prostitute,
slut, wimp

protestable
PROTESTABLE that can be protested.  It can refer to two instances.  The first is to a valued document, such as a check
that has been returned by the issuer's bank for lack of funds or a notarized promissory note.  The second is for a ruling
or resolution to which a complaint is appealed. 

proto-red social
PROTO-SOCIAL NETWORK A prototype network of public communication

protoplaneta
PROTOPLANET from the Greek protos, 'first, principal, superior'; very small planet that is in the process of formation. 
Normally they are part of a protoplanetary disk that orbits around a young star and that is providing material for the
consolidation and conversion of the protoplanet into a definitive planet. 

protoplanetario
PROTOPLANETARY relative to a PROTOPLANET

protóstomo
PROTOSTOM Protostomia, from the Greek "??????" pr?to, 'first' and "?????" stoma, 'mouth''; grouping of phyla of the
animal kingdom.  Together with deuterostomes or deuterostomes, they form the two lineages into which animals of
bilateral symmetry, or Bilateria, are divided. 

provocaciones
PROVOCATIONS pl .  of PROVOCATION, in Colombia : fancy : Does a red wine provoke you?



prueba introtécnica
INTROTECHNICAL TEST exam or introductory test (to some discipline) 

pseudonimo
PSEUDONIMO spelling error by PSEUDONYM , alias

pseudónimo
Pseudonym for pseudo, 'false, substitute, semi, bad imitation' and Nimo, 'name', fictitious name under which works are
published or the real name of an actor, artist or person who must remain anonymous is concealed. 

pstuma
PSTUMA SPAM

ptolomeica
PTOLOMEICA, error by ptolometic, relative or belonging to Ptolemy or his geocentric theory, that the Earth was the
center of the Universe around which all the planets and stars revolved, a biblical conception. 

ptoloméico
PTOLOMÉIC relative to or belonging to Ptolemy or his geocentric theory, that the Earth was the center of the Universe
around which all the planets and stars revolved, a biblical conception. 

puc
PUC acronym for Pontificia Universidad Católica, chile

pucu
PUCU error by PUCÚ, species of African antelope

pucú
PUCÚ Kobus vardonii species of artiodactyl mammal of the family Bovidae. ? It inhabits the wetlands of Angola,
Botswana, the southern Democratic Republic of the Congo, Malawi, Tanzania and Zambia. ? 2 .  Isla Pucú is a city in
Paraguay, Cordillera Department, 84 km from Asunción. 

pudridor
Rotting ROT, decomposer of organic matter

puerco manao
MANAU PIG in Colombia : see LANCHO OR MANAU PIG

puerquilla
PUERQUILLA f .  pork diminutive

puerquita
PUERQUITA puerco is a pig. Puerquita is f. diminutive of puerco, i. e., literally little pig, but colloquially means dirty,



specially related to sexual intercourse tastes if it is used in that context.

puerto rico
PUERTO RICO commonwealth associated with the United States.  Eventually, by plebiscite, it could become the 51st
state.  The flag would change to 6 star runs, 3 of 9 and 3 of 8.  Geographically it is an island in the Caribbean and its
citizens possess many of the rights of U.S. citizens.   . 

puertuza
PUERTUZA despectivo de puerta .  Poorly managed door, poor quality or presentation. 

pujilí
PUJILÍ The Pujilí canton is an Ecuadorian subnational territorial entity, of the Cotopaxi Province

puloto automático
AUTOPILOT Modern aircraft have the ease of self-maneuvering, that is, the pilot can place the aircraft in autopilot mode
and, without further intervention of this, take off, fly in cruise mode and land.  A computer does it all Usually, and for
greater safety, takeoffs and landings are done manually, not so the flight at height.  There are other machines that have
autopilots, but the principle is the same. 

pumar
PUMAR Tree that produces knobs (apples) 2 .  In Chile: PUMAR® is the line of pneumatic and semi-rigid boats
produced by ASMAR since 1992 at its plant in Valparaíso. 

pumpuna
OUMPUNA Chrysobothris pumpuna species of beetle of the genus Chrysobothris, family Buprestidae. ? It was
scientifically described by Blackwelder in 1944. ?

punani
PUNANI in British English; vulgarism by vagina Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be vagina, pussy

punkijota
PUNKIJOTA 1 .  JOTA PUNK was an Etarra music group whose motto was "Music is a gun, shot!" .  It worked until
2018.  PUNKIJOTA would be a follower of the group or a member of the band of 5.  Punki or punky is a punk.  It is also
synonymous with something of poor quality. 

puntete-puntete
PUNTETE-PUNTETE see PUNTETE, PUNTETE of real power and precision. 

puntiar
PUNT DEFORMATION OF PUNT, go at the tip (of a race, of a leaderboard) 2 .  put the tip (of a punch, of the penis) 

puntilln
PUNTILLN SPAM



puntillón
DOTILLON Blow that occurs with the tip of the foot.  Puntillazo

punto a punto
POINT TO POINT Expression that means (review, analyze, discuss) each of the parts (of a document, law, project, etc. 
) 

punto caliente
HOT SPOT 1 .  Point of greatest confrontation, violence, struggle 2 .  High topic (from a discussion, treatise, project,
divorce) 3 .  Areas of greater risk, greater danger, greater intensity, higher temperature, etc. 

puño americano
AMERICAN FIST mitten.  A weapon used by inserting fingers into perforations for the effect. 

purines
SLURRY Residues of the flip-flops, which are extracted daily by water, which replaces 95% of the material.  The other
5% is phosphorus, nitrates and potassium Millions of cubic meters of slurry, which were previously reused to produce
electricity, now accumulate in rafts or are poured through the field.

puro dominante
A genotype is an individual's collection of genes.  It can also refer to the two alleles inherited from a particular gene. 
Dominant is spoken of as the relationship between two versions of a gene.  Each individual receives two versions of
each gene, known as alleles, one from each parent.  If the alleles of a gene are different, the allele that is expressed is
the dominant gene.  The effect of the other allele, called recessive, is masked.  According to Mendel's laws, if the color
blonde is the dominant gene, it is likely that if you have a child it is blonde, if you have two at least one is; if you have 3,
two are and if you have four, three are.   It speaks of pure gene or pure line to the offspring of one or more individuals of
identical genetic constitution, obtained by self-fertilization.  They are homozygous individuals for all their characters. 

pusteque
PUSTEQUE In Mexico: cunning, frustrated.  Typically used to criticize children who don't eat food that has taken hours
to prepare. 

puta zorra
PUTA ZORRA both words do mean the same. puta means prostitute, whore and zorra is a female fox, used also with
the slut meaning in english. Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be whore, prostitute, slut, wimp

putamadre
 ( BY THE )  PUTAMADRE Exclamation of disgust and great displeasure. 

puteadero
PUTEADERO house of whores, place where you have sex, place where you do orgies. 

putinga
PUTINGA petty whore



putinga
PUTINGA petty whore

putomolar
PUTOMOLAR Javi Sánchez Bayonetto said on Twitter "I'm going to die without having published a headline TAN PUTO
MOLAR like this wonder" : ( Francoist fury against the marble makers who will raise the slab of Franco ) What did he
mean? Shocking, electrifying, exciting? Maybe a little bit of everything.  Puto is a derogatory and MOLAR that is cool, in
Spain he likes it a lot. 

putorra
PUTORRA offensive by prostitute, derogatory of whore, woman who is engaged in the sex trade

puy
PUY place in France 2 .  Type of volcanic hill, in French.  It derives from the Franco-Provençal puech, 'isolated hill' 3 . 
Puy or Pui was a literary society, often organized as a guild or brotherhood, sometimes of a Catholic character, to
sponsor competitive musical and poetic events. Puy derives from the Latin 'podium', "point of support", it was probably
an elevated platform from which the contestants delivered their works or where the judges listened to the compositions
proposed by the various artists.  4 .  PUY su fou, 'Colina de Haya', theme park in Toledo, Spain and another in les
Epesses, France

puyeque
PUYEQUE Dormitator Latifrons/C]Edible fish, considered pest by shrimp farmers.  It can be found from the coasts of the
Gulf of California to those of PeruComúnmente is found in brackish watersIt is very resistant because it can survive in
conditions of low oxygen, as well as resist variations in salinity and temperature

púseme
PUT me pronominal form of the verb put , equivalent to 'I got'

pwd
PWD short for Anglicism PASSWORD (keyword), 'key'

qu es estar indispuesto
BEING UNWILLING to be with stomach discomforts; in the case of a woman it may be that she is with the period.  Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions may be being pregnant, being with diarrhea

que causa tensión
THAT CAUSES TENSION that produces confrontation between two or more parties. 

que dan risa
THAT GIVE LAUGHTER expression that means ridiculous in the sense of being insignificant, ephemeral, minimal. 

que no tiene gracia ni adrede
THAT IT HAS NO GRACE OR INTENTIONAL THAT IT IS NOT FUNNY EVEN IF IT HAD BEEN INTENTIONALLY
MADE COMICAL. 



que perro en arave
QUE PERRO EN ÁRABE this is a Castilian dictionary.  To know terms in Arabic you must consult a Spanish-Arabic
dictionary

que quieter decor bartimeo]]
What does BARTIMAEUS mean See BARTIMAEUS

que son amenidades
AMENITIES pl .  of AMENIDAD1 .  Entertainment 2 .  Items that hotels give to their passengers, such as gels,
shampoos, chalas, pens and others (from the English amenities) 

que te miro
THAT I LOOK AT YOU THAT I observe you

que te vaya muy bien
THAT YOU DO VERY WELL desire of bonanza that is said when dismissing someone who leaves. 

que tenia un ojo para saltarte un casco
HE HAD AN EYE FOR SKIPPING A HELMET.  to have one eye (for something) is to be sharp, to have cunning.  In
Spain: skipping (something) is not complying with the norm, not respecting it; skipping (putting on) a helmet is going
without a motorcycle helmet when the rule punishes with 2 years and the loss of 4 points on the driving license. 

que triste
QUE TRISTE how sad Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be que penoso, what a pity

que va
WHAT'S UP! Interjective locution used as irony to deny something another has just mentioned.

quedao
QUEDAO in Spain there are regions where the last d is omitted. Here in QUEDADO, stayed, participle of the verb to
STAY, quedarse.  It might also be translated as STOOD according to the context. 2. It might also refer to a lazy person
or a person who doesn't take risks, with small or no iniciative. Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be lazy

quedarse atrás de la ola
STAY BEHIND THE WAVE do not go with the latest fashion, the latest technology, the latest advances.  In Chile we say
'go on the crest of the wave' when you are a pioneer or you are at the forefront. 

queñe
QUEÑE Its name has its origin in the Mapudungún language and means 'black water'.  The Chilean city of Los Queñes
was founded on October 9, 1743 and in 2022 has a population of over 114. 000 inhabitants . 

queñual
QUEÑUAL Polylepis is a high Andean genus of plants that includes small trees and shrubs, commonly called queñual,
queñua, quinual or quewiña, mainly in Peru and Bolivia, although in countries such as Ecuador it is known as paper tree



or in Argentina as tabaquillo. 

quequisque
QUEQUISQUE see XANTHOSOMA, a genus of about 50 species of tropical and subtropical plants of the family
Araceae, all native to America. 

queredes
Spam queredes

querembas
QUEREMBAS of the Guarani KEREMBA , 'warrior'

quesúo
QUESÚO in Venezuela: which has been without sexual contact for a long time.  It comes from the fact that semen is
called milk and when milk takes a long time it becomes cheese. 

quiebraplata
QUIEBRAPLATA in Nicaragua : firefly .  2 .  Song by Salvador Cardenal Barquero (2011).  3 .  Song by Carlos Mejía
Godoy (2020) .  Both are on Spotify

quigüicha
Quigüicha castellanization of KIWICHA, Amaranthus caudatus/C], commonly called amaranth, in Peru and Bolivia,
quihuicha, or turkey mucus? in Spain, it is a plant of the fast-growing amaranthaceae family, with purple, red and golden
leaves, stems and flowers.

quihuicha
QUIHUICHA Amaranthus caudatus see KIWICHA

quimbondo
QUIMBONDO See QUIMBOMBÓ , African vegetable

quimbundu
QUIMBUNDU See QUIMBOMBÓ

quinestesia
KINESTHESIA and most commonly kinesthesia; kinesthesia is complemented by kinesthesia for the knowledge of the
human body.  Another dimension is touch.  Kinesthesia, part of kinesiology, serves to sense motion and position in
gravitational space as well as in a space station or antigravitational field.   To produce a change in the field of human
action it is necessary to carry out a previous or joint and simultaneous transformation, in the field of perception. 

quinestetica
KINESTHETICA see kinesthetics, is a term initiated from kine and aesthetics, and refers to making a woman more
beautiful and attractive through treatments such as lip augmentation, mandibular bioplasty, removal of acne marks,
permanent hair removal, reducing massages, facial rejuvenation and others. 



quinterón
Quinteron The Spaniards in America established an ethnic hierarchy, or caste system, that depended on the degree of
Spanish blood possessed.  , Expressions such as tercerones, cuarterones or quinterones (and successive) were also
used to name those people of apparent white appearance, but who carried a third, quarter or fifth part of black or
indigenous blood. 

quinual
QUINUAL polylepsis sp, small tree and shrub of the high Andean region that has biological importance for hosting
unique fauna and flora worldwide, in addition to being a water regulator and protector of the soil of its forests.  Abundant
in the region of Junín, Peru. 

quinuales
QUINUALES pl .  of QUINUAL, a small millenary tree of the high Andean region that protects an important fauna and
flora, in addition to being a regulator of the water capacity of the forests and a protector of soils. 

quir
QUIR Spanish spelling of the English word QUEER, which for Spanish-speaking kos is homosexual.  In English it means
rare, extravagant, unusual and by extension used offensively as a marica in Spanish. 

quiscal
QUISCAL Greigia sphacelata bromeliad plant of the genus Greigia, endemic to temperate zones of Chile, can be found
from the Maule region to the Los Lagos region, being common in the Valdivian forest. 

quita-arena
SAND-REMOVER any element or procedure to remove sand from clams or clothing.  Actually in Spanish when terms
with two words are composed no hyphen is used, as if it is done when the term includes three words, so it should be
written QUITA-ARENA and not quita-arena

quitagrapas
STAPLE REMOVER device to remove staples or brackets from papers.  Corkscrew , vampire

quitagrapas
STAPLE REMOVER device to remove staples or brackets from papers.  Corkscrew , vampire

quitagrapas
STAPLE REMOVER device to remove staples or brackets from papers.  Corkscrew , vampire

rabdomiólisis postejercicio
POST-EXERCISE RHABDOMYOLYSIS derives from the Greek rhabdo, "striated", myo, "muscle", and lysis,
"decomposition", which describes the process of cell death of skeletal striated muscle fibers RHABDOMYOLYSIS
consists, in practice, in the breakdown of muscle tissues, causing the release of MYOGLOBIN, a protein, into the blood. 
the one that can damage the kidneys.  Post-exercise is a normal attribute of pathology to emphasize that it has occurred
as a result of physical overexertion. 

rabe



RABE 1. Abbr of rabine, rabi. Lilly RABE (1982-) american actress: All good things, Never Again, The Mona Lisa smile,
The toe tactic; many times in American Horror Story saga.

racahut
RACAHUT starch used in Middle East and arabic countries. It is a gray powder made out of salep, cacao, sweet acorn
flour, potato starch, rice flour, sugar and vanilla, mixed with water or milk with the purpose of making porridge, matched
potatoes or a cream.

racataca
RACATACA song and album of 2016 by Nino Brown as Sammy the Commander

radicación
RADICATION in mathematics: take the roots of order n from a value a . 

radioficción
RADIO FICTION radio project that is based on theatrical or other fiction programs, of short duration and with the aim of
entertaining

ranada
RANADA Shit, make a mistake.  Consequently RANEARLA is to leave the shit

ranearla
RANEARLA As we said yesterday: it, send a muddy one. He gave a razor to the father-in-law, who is lampiño. 

rañar
RAÑAR Scratch, scratch or scratch in Galician. 

rañar
RAÑAR Scratch, scratch or scratch in Galician. 

raps
RAPS sing .  Brassica napus , ? or canola (and also as rapeseed for the oleaceous variety) is a species of cultivated
plant of the brassicaceae family. 

raquetada
RACKETED group march through the snow on snowshoes

raqutica
RAQUTICA SPAM

raspasuelo
RASPAUELO is the acronym for Water Relationship Soil Plant Atmosphere.  This relationship is studied scientifically in
order to obtain an optimal production of crops through the best use of resources.  RASPASUELO must be a brand or



program related to RASPA, but that I do not know.  

rastreo de envio
SHIPPING TRACKING refers to the ability to track a package during its dispatch, transfer and reception thanks to the
incorporation of a barcode or a QR code that allows you to read it in each instance and report its status online and
instantly

ratrero
RATRERO In Dominican Republic: person or group that is very street or that dresses ordinarily. 

raya para la suma
LINE FOR THE SUM in conclusion

raya para la suma
LINE FOR THE SUM in conclusion

rayajo
RAYAJO derogatory term synonym of raya or rayon . 

razón de ser
RAISON D'ÊTRE main reason for existing. 

rá
RÁ SPAM

rábiles
RÁBILES 1 .  yellowfin tuna (Thunnus albacares) 2 .  Rabil salad, with radishes.  3 Pl .  of rábil .  In Romanian rábil is the
suffix of many words, equivalent to the suffix -ble in English, such as dezmembrábil .   de?irábil .   digerábil .   durábil . 

rdr
RDR is the acope of reader or reader.  RDR and WTR (writer) are acronyms used for computer hardware. 

re fácil
RE EASY very simple, very simple

re-mirar
RE-LOOK error by REMIRAR , re-look

re-mirar
RE-LOOK error by REMIRAR , re-look

reabastecer



RESTOCK RELOAD OR NOURISH (fuel, food, equipment, etc.  ) 

reactivante
REACTIVANT that reactivates or produces a chemical reaction. 2 .  Element or compound that is introduced into
another element, compound or system to provoke a reaction or see if it generates a

readability
READABILITY English term meaning LEGIBILITY, ability to be read

reader
READER anglicism meaning 'reader'; in technology: digital information reading device, such as a barcode, an access or
credit card, but it can also be of a human face that is digitized or compared against a digital file. 

readybility
READYBILITY error by READABILITY

realidad biologica
BIOLOGICAL REALITY Error by BIOLOGICAL REALITY

realidad biológica
BIOLOGICAL REALITY way of perceiving the world and relating to the environment.  It is strongly determined by the
primary capacity for learning and adaptation to the group, which occurs through imitation.

realpolitik
REALPOLITIK as we said yesterday: it is a diplomacy based on circumstances, based on pragmatism rather than on
ethical or moral principles.  Fashionable by Hitler has been followed by Putin in his 5 wars that he has generated until
today (2022) sweeping syria, Chechnya, Afghanistan, Georgia and Ukraine

reaper
REAPER digital audio production application for computers, offering multitrack audio and MIDI recording, editing and
processing. 

rebaja trampa
DISCOUNT TRAP artificial booby hunter, for example, when companies raise prices before cyber monday to make
cheat sales at the event and make buyers believe that they are buying at the offer price. 

rebalance
REBALANCE a new balance sheet, revised statement of position

rebautizarse
RENAME be baptized again.  Baptism, confirmation and Order are the three sacraments that can be received only once
in a lifetime, because of their indelible character.  Baptism is about accepting that Jesus Christ is the Son of God.  This
can be spirit and water, by immersion.  In the 7-day Adventist church, if someone has only been baptized by immersion,
they can request to be renamed. 



recapacitación
RETRAINING process of re-preparing in some discipline, either by forgetfulness, reinforcement or modernization of the
subject to be treated

recebía
RECEBÍA in Chile: vulgarism by RECEIVED, uneducated way of conjugating the verb RECEIVE

receta electrónica
ELECTRONIC PRESCRIPTION in Chile: The electronic prescription is a document of the national electronic prescription
system validated by MINSAL and issued entirely by electronic means, and that must be signed with advanced electronic
signature or simple electronic signature according to Chilean law

recienvenido
NEWCOMER newcomer

recompartimentar
RECOMPARTIMENT re-segment or reorganize into separate, independent cores from each other

recomprar
BUY BACK TO BUY SOMETHING THAT HAS BEEN SOLD PREVIOUSLY

reconectarse
RECONNECT Connect again, after being disconnected

reconfirma
RECONFIRM THIRD PERSON of the imperative and the present of the Indicative of the verb RECONFIRM, re-verify,
ensure

recontra
RECONTRA too much, too

recortan
RECORTAN Synthetic track for athletic competitions

recómputo
RECÓMPUTO Reconteo .  Repeat counting.  Use especially in narrow votes, where one party asks to recount the votes
in whole or in part

rectocele
RECTOCELE prolapse or fall of the rectum 3 Degrees are defined: Grade 1 or mild is precisely a very slight descent into
the vagina. vGrad 2 or moderate, is a bulge that reaches the entrance of the vagina.  It should be treated as Grade 1 or
mild to prevent it from going further by efforts.  Therefore, strengthening the muscles of the pelvic floor is the way to treat
it.   Grade 3 – The most severe form, in which the bladder hangs through the opening of the vagina.  The causes are diverse: 1 .  Vaginal births are one of the most important. 2 .  The chances are increased by the use of forceps during childbirth. 3 .  The episiotomy or cut that is done just before delivery. 4 .  Chronic constipation. 5 .  Perform excessive force in bowel movements. 6 .  Vaginal or rectal surgeries. 



recubiertos
COATED pl .  of COATED p . p .  to COAT, cover a surface. 

redimente
REDIMENTE redeeming  1. Quality, disposition or hability of liberate a slave. 2. Capability to recover something already
sold through rebuying.

rediscutir
REDISCUTIR back to discuss ( something ) 

rediseñar
REDESIGN redesign redesign

reductar
REDUCE spelling error by WRITING, grammatical error by REDUCE, produce a REDUCTION or decrease (of
something) ; it could mean locking in a reducer, assimilating to ERUCTAR, producing a BELCH. 

reduflacion
REDUFLATION Maintenance of the prices of the products, while reducing their size or quantity. 

reduflación
REDUFLATION neologism by DEFLATION, antonym of INFLATION

reduplimiendo
REDUPLIMIENDO word unventada . by Julio Cortázar, in chapter 68 of his novel Rayuela, where the Magician has a
sexual encounter with Oliveira.  Part of the text says aaí: "Every time he tried to relate the incopelusas, he became
entangled in a complaining grime and had to envulsion himself in front of the oval, feeling how little by little the arnillas
were spejoron, to which some filulas of cariaconcia have been dropped. " The reader can interpret to his gifted taste and
desire what the author is narrating. 

reduplimieto
REDUPLIMIENTO reduplicar , in Latvian superimposed

reenamorar
RE-INFATUAR FALL IN LOVE OR FALL IN LOVE AGAIN

refeccin
SPAM REFECTORY

refinanciamiento
REFINANCING renegotiation of bank credit

reflautas



REFLAUTAS exclamation of surprise

reflojo
REFLOAT topped with loose, extremely loose, lazy

reformalización
REFORMALIZATION judicial procedure in which the charges that are imputed to an offender, perpetrator or offender are
changed. 

reguladamente
REGULATED in a controlled manner, either by regulations, or by flow regulation systems

reida
REIDA 1 .  Song by Danheim (2020), Danish musician  2 .  Spelling error by REIDA feminine form of the part .  laughed
past, from the verb to laugh.  3 .  Back to give a trip (somewhere) : in the first leg he made 3 minutes and in the REIDA 2
minutes 54 seconds. 

reido
REIDO part .  past of the verb REIR

reinsistir
REINSISTIR insist again

reinventor
REINVENTOR person who reinvents, who adapts to the new circumstances and modifies his business, company,
activity, or that of third parties. 

rekortan
REKORTAN see CROPPED

rekortán
REKORTÁN synthetic polyurethane track for athletics races.  Its material is especially resistant to ultraviolet rays, which
is why all the tracks are brick-colored.  It has 400 meters.  The straights measure 84, 39 meters.  The curved
headwaters have a radius of 36, 50 meters with 115, 61 meters long.  The first synthetic tracks were inaugurated in
1968 and were a combination of rubber and resins, called tartan.  Tar means tar in English. 

remedin
REMEDIN SPAM

remenbrar
REMENBRAR error by REMEMBERING, remembering, bringing to mind

remendn



REMENDN SPAM

reminiscencias
REMINISCENCES memories, mental evocations of some experience Had in the past. 

remorena
REMORENA calle de El Hornillo, in Ávila, Spain.  2 .  @REMORENA on Instagram is Renata Oliveira Santos.  3 .  Very
brunette, supermorena

remorenna
REMORENNA error by REMORENA street in El Hornillo, Ávila, Spain. 2 .   ( @remorena ) Twitter and instagram user ,
Renata Oliveira Santos

renacionalización
RENATIONALIZATION action of renationalizing (something that was nationalized and denationalized before) 

rendijas
SLITs pl .  of RENDIJA, opening, (usually) horizontal and elongated that occurs between two things or in the same thing:
the borders have SLITs to observe disguisedly or for ventilation and passage of light. 

rendirse ante dios
Surrendering to God is surrendering and giving everything into His hands and allowing Him to direct our steps. 

reo de libelo infamatorio
CONVICTED INFAMOUS LIBEL DEFENDANT OF THE JUDICIAL FILE SUED FOR DEFAMATION OR INFAMY

repatingado
IN MEXICO: A rebatinga is the action of competing to grab one thing among several, such as when the piñata bursts or
the bride throws away the bouquet.  Rebuttal is trying to grab something that many also try at the same time. 

reportacin
SPAM REPORTING

reporteria
REPORTERIA error by REPORTERIA, action and effect of reporting

reposter
REPOSTER error by PASTRY CHEF

repostero
PASTRY CHEF In Chile and Peru: small warehouse of non-perishable food. 



representación-selfie
CONFUSING CONSTRUCTION OF A COMPOUND WORD, which probably no one will ever consult in this dictionary,
but rather out of curiosity to know its definition.  It is understood that it is a photograph taken by the person who appears
in it and that has a meaning incorporated in it, produced with a costume, an imitation or other means.  Bad translation of
the English SELF REPRESENTATION, which corresponds to personal presentation or own presentation, with a unique
and clear sense.  . 

reprotóxica
REPROTOXIC f .  of REPROTOXIC, which can affect human reproduction

reprotóxico
REPROTOXIC 1 .  that causes cancer.  Reprotoxins are agents that, in the face of prolonged contact with workers, can
cause cancer.  2 .  The main meaning is possible producer of damage to the human reproductive system, begetting
children with serious pathologies

republicano
REPUBLICAN political party of right-wing court today, or that belongs or is sympathetic to the Republican party or its
ideology. 

resanadores
RESANADORES pl .  of RESANADOR, who heals again

resear
RESEAR Anglicism derived from research, 'investigate'

reses y reces
RESES Y RECES redes es pl.  of RES, cattle animal.  RECES is the second person of the present of the subjunctive of
the verb to pray

resguardados
SHELTERED pl .  of p. p .  from the verb RESGUARDAR , protect

resoca de caña de azúcar
RESOCA DE CAÑA DE AZÚCAR la Zafra is the harvest of the first cut of cane; the next is the zoca and the next are the
rezocas.   ( or resocas ) .  Therefore, in Mexico, prayer is what threw the wave, waste, waste, waste. 

resoplidos
SNORTS pl .  of SNORTING, snorting, wheezing, violent exhalation of air from the lungs, as a sign of fury

respondióle
ANSWERED pronominal form of the past indefinite third pers .  Sing.  of the verb to answer

responsabilidad afectiva
AFFECTIVE RESPONSIBILITY Affective responsibility is the way of acting with which we consider to adequately



influence other people by taking charge of our actions.  This way of acting encompasses speaking (supporting, lying,
helping, encouraging, explaining, teaching, ordering, challenging, begging) gesticulating, witnessing, communicating
emotional states (crying, laughing, getting angry, loving), expecting, explaining acts. 

resquebrajadas
CRACKED f .  pl.  of CRACKED, part .  Past the verb RESQUEBRAJAR , split without detaching

restos
BODY REMAINS or residual parts of a corpse

restyling
RESTYLING anglicism which means to give a new style; also used is the anglicism [EFACELIFT .  term taken from
cosmetic surgery which means face lift.  In Spanish we have remodeling, redesign, modernization. 

resueno el tambo
RESUENO EL TAMBO see RESUEÑO EL TAMBO

resueño el tambo
In Ancient Peru, a tambo (from Quechua tanpu, 'posta') was an enclosure located next to an important road used as a
shelter and as a collection center.  The Incas sent the quipus (messages of knots) with the chasquis, which were
actually postmen of royalty, who were replenishing themselves in the tambos.  The Inca Trail had tambos every 20 or 30
kms, equivalent to a day on foot.  In Argentina it originally had the meaning of posta, and they had cows.  In Colombia
this is the name given to the corral where it is ordered.  In Mexico tambo is synonymous with prison.  Many towns in
Bolivia, Peru, Chile, Panama, Colombia, and Ecuador are called, Tambo, El Tambo, or compound terms that include
tambo.  For obvious reasons these places are numerous in Peru. 

resultados potenciales
POTENTIAL RESULTS Possible outcomes , possible consequences

retabulacion salarial
SALARY RETABULATION restructuring and adjustment of the remuneration table of the different positions and grades
of a company or institution. 

retagila
RETAGILA error by RETAHILA, a long series of immaterial events, which occur one after another. 

reticentes
RELUCTANT pl .  of RELUCTANT , Doubtful , reluctant

retiduado
RETIDUADO Error by REDITUADO part .  to REDITUAR, Produce profit or benefit.  Produce INCOME or ultiludad . 

retiro programado
SCHEDULED WITHDRAWAL in Chile: method of payment of pension charged to the balance expressed in UF



(Development Units) that it maintains in the AFP (Association of Pension Funds).  This modality is opposed to the
Annuity, which pays a monthly fee, decreasing in time, for life. 

retrasada
RETRASADA 1. Late 2. Mentally retarded Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be atrasada, late

reverdecir
REGREEN error by REVERDERCER Reacquire greenery .  It is said of the plants, but figuratively also of things or
people: The company greened with the new staff. 

review
REVIEW anglicism by review

revinculación
RELINKING relinking, rehiring or reinstatement action

revuelve porotos
REVUELVE POROTOS Stir beans

rey del mundo
KING OF THE WORLD expression to refer to a person who believes that he deserves everything and that everyone
should surrender to his feet and admire him. 

rey mundo y todo el mundo
KING WORLD AND EVERYONE SEE KING OF THE WORLD and EVERYONE

riego sanguineo
BLOOD IRRIGATION error by BLOOD SUPPLY

riego sanguíneo
BLOOD SUPPLY blood supply in the organs of the human body in order to provide oxygen to the cells for their survival
and proper functioning.  The lack of oxygen is called ischemia and is usually produced by obstruction or narrowing of
arteries and vessels due to the accumulation of plaque (cholesterol), which reduces the useful diameter, but it is not
always due to a disease, as it can be generated by violent exercise, a tourniquet.  Ischemias are of two types: embolism
and thrombosis.  The organ with the most irrigation is the skin and the most important is the brain (and heart).  An
ischemia can lead to a myocardial infarction or a cerebral infarction with serious consequences, such as necrosis of the
affected tissues, or even death.  It is common to suffer from insufficient peripheral blood supply, in which case you suffer
from pains in the extremities, tingling, cramps, a lot of cold or heat, sharp pain or inflammation

riobamba
RIOBAMBA city of Ecuador founded on August 15, 1534 by the Spanish conqueror Diego de Almagro, on the ancient
city of Liribamba, millenary capital of the Puruhaes Indians.  There are actually two foundations of Riobamba, as a
second one is recorded, baptized by Captain Antonio de Rivera and they are Ruy Díaz de Fuenmayor, as Santiago de
Quito, in 1575.  Today, the Riobamba canton is an Ecuadorian subnational territorial entity, of the Province of
Chimborazo.  The city of Riobamba is its capital and where most of the inhabitants of the canton live. 



riobambea
RIOBAMBEA error by RIOBAMBA , city of Ecuador

rioso
RIOSO like a river

ripio
RIPIO in Dominican Republic : Penis , virile member

riqueza de lenguaje
RICHNESS OF LANGUAGE Possession of an extensive vocabulary

river plate
RIVER PLATE Argentine football team, who translated RIO DE LA PLATA into English, (in their own way because in
reality plate is plate and not silver) to make clear their differences with BOCA JUNIORS, the team of the 'JÓVENES DEL
BARRIO DE LA BOCA' (del rio), all of Xeneise descent (Genoese) 

rímense
CRITIQUE reflective form of the Second and Third Imperative p.   pl.  of the verb RIMAR

río de la plata
RÍO DE LA PLATA Name of the river in which the Paraná River and the Uruguay River converge, on the border of the
homonymous country with Argentina, on the Atlantic coast.  On its shores are both capitals.  The name "de la Plata" has
its origin in the mythological "Sierra de Plata" in the country of the "White King" that was unsuccessfully sought by the
Portuguese explorer Alejo García, the Venetian in the service of England and Spain Sebastián Caboto and others. 

robamaridos
STEAL HUSBANDS Tell of the woman who likes to walk with married men

robar con argucia
STEALING WITH TRICKY commit the crime of appropriating the property of others based on false arguments and
subtleties

robbery
ROBBERY English word meaning theft, theft, latrocinio Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be theft,
theft, latrocinio, theft, streaming, larceny

robiano
ROBIANO Surname 2 .  Youth circus in Arlesheim, Switzerland.  3 .  Count François Xavier Jean-Marie de Robiano
(1778–1836) was a Belgian politician.  First governor of the province of Antwerp after independence from Belgium in 1830. 

robo-advisor
ROBO-ADVISOR anglicism derived from robot and advisor, 'advisor'; FinTech company that carries out automated
portfolio management and advisory activities in a customized way.  ?



roboética
ROBOETHICS short expression to refer to the ethics of robotics and Artificial Intelligence (AI).  Isaac Asimov (I, robot)
defined the 3 fundamental laws of robotics, or the behavior of robots with respect to man, but here it is more about
human behavior with respect to the creation and use of robots and AI.

rock cósmico
COSMIC ROCK musical style of the Chilean temuquense band Protocosmic, result of the combination of classic styles
of the 80s, new age and alternative rock.  mainly the bands Genesis, Massive Attack, Rammstein, Tori Amos,
Evanescence and Korn. 

rodable
ROLLABLE That can crawl rolling, that has wheels. 

rodajas rebanadas
SLICED SLICES see SLICE AND E]SLICED synonymous terms applied to different foods.  In general, the slices are
parallel cuts of fruit, tomato or onion (more circular); on the other hand the slices are bread, cheese, ham (more
rectangular) 

roldana
ROLDANA ribbed wheel that allows the circulation of a rope or chain through the soul so that it does not leave it and can
slide through it if it is fixed, or with it, in the direction of rotation of it, if it is mobile.  I clarify that, in Chile at least, a flat
metal wheel used between the head and the nut of a screw is called GOLILLA (because the bolt go) and not roldana
(because it does not roll), as Jairo Luis explained. 

rollover typing
ROLLOVER TYPING roll OVER is an English expression that means to carry forward, widely used in finance.  But when
given the TYPING specification 'typing, dactylography'' it refers to the ability of a computational keyboard to solve
properly when two or three keys are typed simultaneously. 

romer
ROMER is a Chilean company that manufactures containers, based in southern Chile.  2 .  ROMER Labs is a leading
global provider of diagnostic solutions for the safety of food for human consumption and animal feed.  3 .  Romer is a
brand of Britax Romer Spanish company that manufactures car seats and strollers for babies.  Maybe it's a shrinkage of
wheels and merchandising

romera
ROMERA Palo flamenco belonging to the group of the cantiñas 2 .  Shrub of the family of the labiadas, with branchy
stems of approximately one meter in height, opposite leaves, of very aromatic smell and pungent taste.  It is used in
medicine and perfumery.  3 .  From the Latin romaeus, and this from the Byzantine Greek.  ??????? r?maîos, 'Roman',
name given in the Eastern Empire to Westerners who crossed it on pilgrimage to the Holy Land and, later, to the
pilgrims of Santiago and Rome. 4 .  adj.  Said of a pilgrim: Who goes on a pilgrimage with bordon and slave.  Or.  m .  c .
 s.  5 .  Anborn marine fish and another cantopterygian marine fish. 

romera
ROMERA Palo flamenco belonging to the group of the cantiñas 2 .  Shrub of the family of the labiadas, with branchy
stems of approximately one meter in height, opposite leaves, of very aromatic smell and pungent taste.  It is used in
medicine and perfumery.  3 .  From the Latin romaeus, and this from the Byzantine Greek.  ??????? r?maîos, 'Roman',



name given in the Eastern Empire to Westerners who crossed it on pilgrimage to the Holy Land and, later, to the
pilgrims of Santiago and Rome. 4 .  adj.  Said of a pilgrim: Who goes on a pilgrimage with bordon and slave.  Or.  m .  c .
 s.  5 .  Anborn marine fish and another cantopterygian marine fish. 

romerito de jardín
ROMERITO DE JARDÍN the romerito is an edible plant part of Mexican gastronomy, where pre-Columbian culture was
mixed with Spanish.  The nuns created cheap dishes to aid in the local feeding and made several recipes, which were
then enriched with shrimp and other dressings, as it is a versatile and aromatic herb.  Today it is used in a wide variety
of savory and sweet recipes in fruit salads, soups, vegetables, meats (especially lamb), fish, eggs, fillings, dressings and
even desserts.  It is perfumed with cosmetics and perfumes, and is used as an insect repellent and medicinal uses.  . 
Rosemary was already used in 500 BC. c .  , as a culinary and medicinal herb by the ancient Greeks and Romans.  In
particular, the garden romerito seems to me to be inedible, because ds of thick stem and of few minor branches.  The
seeds are not very germinative because they are activated around 50%, so you have to sow twice as many plants as
you want

rompesaragüelo
Chromolaena odorata plant is used to prepare a purification bath, a bath of offal and to clean houses that require
removing evil and spells.  To prepare the purification for people, the rompezaragüey is cooked with rue, parsley,
apasote, pine nut, paradise and scorpion.  Mixed with victor, it serves to ward off evil and find the spiritual path.  It is also
used in the African-American religion palo mayombe, to prepare the seven purification baths of the future initiate.  The
albahaquilla of Cuba? or saragüey breaker, is a shrub of the sunflower family native to North America, from Florida and
Texas to Mexico and the West Indies.  It measures 30 to 35 cms.  2 .  Hector Lavoe Song (1975) 

ropa nueva
NEW CLOTHES unused clothes.  Popularized term to distinguish from the advertising and sale of second-hand clothing,
which today is exported from developed countries to the third world

rotacin
SPAM ROTATION

roussoniana
ROUSSONIANA concerning Jean Jacques Rousseau (1778-1778) , French-speaking Swiss polymath, writer,
philosopher, musician, botanist and naturalist, author of The Social Contract. 

rpp
RPP in Chile: Criminal Procedure Reform, great change in the judicial procedures of the Chilean state led by the then
Minister of Justice Soledad Alvear, and that separated the investigative, inquisitive and sentenced stage that was under
the tutelage of the judges in separate powers, creating a National Prosecutor's Office that imputes, accuses and
formalizes.  This brought two fundamental consequences: the acceleration of the processes and the guarantor judiciary
that excessively protects the perpetrators, who are conferred all the "human rights", while the victims are left
defenseless.  So given things, there are people with more than 132 arrests for various crimes who remain at large, partly
because the evidentiary process is very demanding and partly because the offenses or crimes are not cumulative, but
are judged each on its own merit.

rubianco
RUBIANCO hair that pulls blonde; hairy person who pulls blonde.  Rubiaceous



ruedecilla
WHEEL DIMINUTIVE WHEEL; Wheel

ruidismo
RUIDISMO music noise ;  musical genre based on materials that, in another context, could pass for simple noise without
musical condition

rule of law
RULE OF LAW in English, 'rule of law', (according to the) legal mandate, 

ruly
RULY orderly, well behaved, 

rumita
RUMITA chilenismo children's game, I can be for adults.  It consists of throwing yourself on top of someone to celebrate
or simply to annoy them.  This Chileanism can also be known as "montoncito" or "bollito"

rusiñoliana
RUSIÑOLIANA relative to or belonging to Santiago Rusiñol y Prats ( 1861-1931 ) ? , Spanish painter, writer and
playwright in Catalan language.  2 .  It can refer to several people or entities named Rusiñol, such as the Catalan food
restaurant or the agricultural machinery company

saber callar
KNOWING HOW TO SHUT UP is wise advice.  If you are silent you own your ideas.  If you speak you are a slave to
your words. 

sabiduria en la biblia
WISDOM IN THE BIBLE there is a lot, but this is a dictionary of meanings and not a storybook.  Wisdom in the Bible
may refer to Solomon king of Israel, when two women come forward claiming the motherhood of a newborn.  Solomon,
known as wise and just, says to the women: well, since they do not agree I will order the vizier to cut it into two halves
and each one keeps one.  Jump one of them and say No, my king! Let her stay with him, I give her my share! "You can
take it all," Solomon replied, "a mother will always put her child's life first and foremost.  WISDOM.  Jesus is wise in
speaking.  God is wise in his message.  Not for nothing is the Bible the most read book in the world

sacadólares
SACADÓLARES in Mexico: With the assumption of Trump to power there were great runs of money abroad.  They
became so prevalent that the people named these people by this nickname. 

sacallas
SACALLAS is old Spanish and means to take them out: "to put of all things and sacallas, it was with so much vigilance
and so by contadero, that it was not enough for everyone to make him less a crumb" which means "when putting and
taking out everything, it was so guarded and well counted, that for nothing in the world could appropriate something"

sacar conclusiones
DRAW CONCLUSIONS deduce, collude, conclude



sacar la madre
TAKE OUT THE MOTHER in Chile: say "cocha de tu madre" to another, which is the worst insult that can be said to
another person, since it is supposed to dishonor his mother. 

sacar la vuelta
TAKE THE TURN Loose, avoid the work you are committed to doing. 

sacar tiempo
TAKE TIME to look for a space of time (to do something) 

sacudir la nutria
SHAKE THE OTTER wiggle the penis, for example, after urinating. 

sacudirse la nutria
SHAKE THE OTTER SHAKE THE PENIS (after urinating) 

safe
SAFE anglicism which means SAFE 2 .  Scaled Agile Framework® (SAFe®) is a set of organizational and workflow
patterns that serves to implement agile practices at enterprise scale. 

sahuaras
SAHUARAS There are two cities that are pronounced like this.  One is in Kanto, Japan and is called Sawara, Koedo or
Little Edo, one of the best places to enjoy Japan's history.  Sawara evokes the atmosphere of Japan's Edo period
(1603-1867) through its period buildings, its traditional craftsmanship, and its still-latent history.  You can walk the Suigo
canals, the same ones used by merchants 200 years ago.  It is interesting to visit the quasi-national park of
Suigo-Tsukuba, which has one and a half million lilies.  The second is Saguara, populated in the commune of
Camarones, region of Arica and Parinacota, Chile.   

sahuasar
SAHUASAR error by Sahu azhar Facebook and Instagram user.  Or by SCRAPPING, disassembling in parts an old ship
or car. 

salir con el chanco al hombro
GOING OUT WITH THE PIG ON YOUR SHOULDER start telling lies to excuse yourself or get out of a quagmire. 

salón-cama
LOUNGE-BED double-decker buses that have about 9 to 12 beds downstairs (lounge bed) and 44 to 48 seats
(semi-bed) reclining upstairs.  2 .  Wagon or train car with bedrooms. 

salsoteca
SALSOTECA Disco or place destined to dance and eventually give salsa lessons. 

saltimbanquis
SALTIMBANQUIS pl .  of SALTIMBANQUI, artist who does acrobatics in the circus, street or other public place



salud de hierro
IRON HEALTH commendable physical condition, with great endurance and immunity. 

salud natural
NATURAL HEALTH treatments based on the principles of naturopathy such as iridology, phytotherapy, dietetics,
psychophysical activity and relaxation, geotherapy and acupuncture, among others.  They are complementary to
traditional medicine. 

salud psicologica
PSYCHOLOGICAL HEALTH error by PSYCHOLOGICAL HEALTH Mental health represents the emotional,
psychological and social well-being of a person.  It also determines how a human being handles stress, relates to
others, and makes decisions.  Psychological health is the level of balance between people and the socio-cultural
environment that surrounds them.  This includes emotional, psychic and social well-being and influences how a person
thinks, feels, acts and reacts to stress. 

salvapatrias
SALVAPATRIAS first uses were to designate coup plotters and Spanish dictators.  It is called to who has been erected,
with personal and partisan interests, as protector and defender of a country that considers that it is threatened, for which
it tries to impose a new social order without renouncing violence, lies or the elimination of the rights of the citizens it
claims to defend. 

salzburgo
SALZBURG in German 'salt village', appropriate name because many of its inhabitants in Roman times lived from the
exploitation of small salt mines, which until today can be visited. 

salzburgués
SALZBURG 1 relative to or belonging to Salzburg, Austria.  2 .  Demonym of Salzburg . 

samalalla
SAMALALLA deformation of AMALAYA curse, interjection similar to hopefully and that comes from 'that there is evil' 2 . 
In Rio de la Plata, Argentina: day three, for the whore, for the crest, exclamation of will go or indignation: Stay still,
amalaya!

san pionio
Saint Pionius Saint Pionius was a christian martyr and saint killed in the persecutions of Smyrna in 250, during the reign
of Emperor Decius. 

sanchin
SANCHIN is a body conditioning and hardening kata.  It is considered a kata for beginners for its fundamental essence. 
This is the dichotomy of Sanchin Kata.  It is one of the easiest kata to imitate for its limited number of movements and
monotonous appearance. 

sancionadas
SANCTIONED pl .  f .  of p. p .  from the verb SANCTION , 1 .  Impose a punishment (on someone) 2 .  Approve or
validate a law or regulation (by the competent authority) 



sanción disciplinaria
DISCIPLINARY SANCTION penalty to which someone is condemned for contravening the rules or committing a fault.  It
is not a crime. 

saneamiento forestal
FOREST SANITATION phytosanitary protection of forests.   Set of actions aimed at improving the health of trees,
shrubs and herbs that make up a forest or forest region. 

sanseveria
SANSEVERIA error by SANSEVIERIA, pl herbaceous, perennial and rhizomatous plant, today of the genus Dracaceae
for its molecular studies, before it was considered of the genus Asparagaceae. 

santilegio
SANTILEGIO UN SORTILEGIO is a mysterious and irresistible attraction that produces on someone the enchantments
of a person or a thing.  The SANTILEGIO would be the similar enchantment provoked by an angel or saint. 


